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IHTRODUCTION 

The ability to produce a non-living thing similar in 

looks or behavior to a living one has always intrigued man and 

is reflected in the technology of every age. The first crude 

tools were extensions and improvements of the native abilities 

of m~m--man's primitive attempts to amplify his physical prowess. 

This cialized form of imitation, technology, moved men to 

study living things from iaerely a materialistic viewpoint in 

6rder to construct better artifacts. The artifacts of Newton's 

time were typified by the stiffly dancing figures atop the 

clocks. The nineteenth century had its glorified heat engine 

that burned combustible fuel and to which the human body was 

compared. Today's artifacts, or automata (named for their 

capacity to imitate certain properties of living things) are 

lthephotoelectric cells, radar sets, pressure gauges etc. 

AUTOIvIATA. This development exemplifies the change of 

Newtonian physics into contemporary physics. The "stiffly 

dancing figUres" can be explained entirely in terms of efficient 

causality_ They perform in a completely deterministic manner 

obeying the laws of motion. The "glorified heat machine" sho'l'ls 

the beginning of a "new look" in physics. The la'\'/s of thermody

namics are the rulers and theideal gases the ruled. Energy is 
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the important concept and everything is related to it. The 

modern automata, however, show a marked difference from their 

predecessors. Communication, control, information, order, 

. message--rather than cause or energy--are the principles of twen 

tieth century automata. The amplification here is of mind or 

"mental" pow·er rather than physical.• 

PLAN. As an "umbrella" term for the concepts associated 

with modern automata, we will use "cybernetics':', ~;o01i'ned:';py 

No.rbert Wiener in 1948. 3 We will examine briefly the historical 

setting of scientific thought that made possible the science of 

cybernetics. We will sketch its fundamental concepts in order to' 

provide a frame of re rence for appreciating the problems to be 

examined. Then in the light of cybernetics we \'/ill survey a 

traditional problem of philosophy--the controversy between 

mechanism and vitalism. 

Our main concern or objective is to discover what, if 

any, unique philosophical problems ;have,been;,.raised by cyberne

tics. The attitude first taken by the popular journals would 

4seem to suggest that there have been some. 

Our contention is that the main problems generated by 

cybernetics are not and will not be with the traditional philo

sophical problems, or at least as these problems have been 

traditionally stated. Th~ problem (with which we cannot deal, 

but whose existence and importance we cannot fail to note) is 

the one of man's being able to live a fully human life in an 
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increasingly less human world. This seems to be the problem of 

the IIsecular city", man vs. technology. This, we be eve, is the 

real problem--cybernetics has helped to form the society in 

which it has arisen. 



I 

,j 
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I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

NEWTONIAN PHYSICS. From the time of Isaac ,Newton until 

about the beginning of the twentieth century, the science of 
' 

physics was developed along lines first laid down by him. 

laws of motion, YJ'hi?h bear his name, we,re mechanical in nature, 

de 

bag

a rigidly deterministic world that obeyed them in a 

completely predetermined manner. There ..-laS no need in' this world 

for a statistical consideration of systems, because of the 

absolute obedience of systems to 1m-IS. The description of this 

completely mechanical and causal 'world, however, became mani st 

ly inadequate lvhen Darwin "Ie t the evolutionary cat out of the 

ll • \ No t only did the' evolutionary theory posi t a universe 

diff~rent from the universe explained by Newton (or at least 

described by him), but its root differ~nces ~ere to shake the 

frery foundations of 'physics. (His concept~ did, however, have a 

great impact, on the development of theoretical physics. 5) 

EVOLUTION. The key to t'he theory of evolution is that it 

deals not with individuals, but rather with large numbers and 

the probab ty that so many of a given group (species, set, 

etc.) "'rill be able to be given 'a particular function. This is 

not to predict the parameter of an individual, but rather of the 

group and only in a probabilistic fashion at that. Theevolu
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tionist is concerned with the fact that, since every member of a 

group does not obey the, laws of physics blindly and in the same 

way, there is a progression of development not to be treated 

ithrough individual cases, but rather ptatistically and probabil 

istically. This insight gave rise to the trend toward statistical 

mechanics, whose application to physics by J. Willard Gibbs pro

vided impe tus to .the conceptual revolution in physics., There was 

,from this a flprogressive reduction of thermodynamics·to statisti 

cal mechanics",o starting wi th IvTaxv;ell, Boltzmann, and Gibbs, that 

faced serious theoretical problems in trying to explain the phen

omenon of radiation. The problem was not satisfactorily solved 

until Werner Heisenberg formulated his principle of indetermin

acy. This Vias the "syntheSis" of the "thesis (Newton) and anti 

thesis (Planck-Bohr) of a Hegelian antinomy". 7JThe .st.atistic,al 

dyn~~ics of Newton were replaced by a statistical theory very 

similar to that of Newton and Gibbs for large-scale phenomena, 

·but in which the complete collection of data for the present and 

the past is not sufficient to predict the future more than sta

!tistically.8 

COl~TEfiiPORARY PHYSICS. The effect of the revolution is 

ithat "physics now no longer claims to deal 'with what will alvlays 

happen; but rather with what will happen with an overwhelming 

, probabili ty. ~, 9 Whereas in the Ney/tonian view, time had been a 

reversible'process, in the Gibbsian outlook it became irrevers

I 
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ible. In his Creative Evolution Henri Bergson examines this in 

application to evolution. "Bergson emphasized the difference be

tween the reversible t'ime of physics in "lhich nothing new 

happens, and the irreversible time of evolution and biology in 

which" there is always something new."IO This change in view of 

time made possible "the later development of the information 

theory, control, mes , feedback, and many more of the impor

tant concepts of cybernetics. 



· II. \ffiAT IS CYBERNETICS ? 

ORIGIN. Norbert Wiener wrote in 1948: 

Thus, as far back as four years a~o, the group of 
scientists about Dr. Rosembleuth and myself had al
ready become aware of the essential unity of the se 
of problems centering about communication, control, 
and statistical m~chanics, whether in the machine 0 

in living tis8ue. 1l 

This ,'\set:'of:problems" had 

the fundamental unity of a complex of ideas which 
until recently had not been sufficiently associated 
with one another, namely ,the contingent v'iew of 
physics that Gibbs introduced as a modification of 
the traditional, Newtonian conventions, the August
inian attitude toward order and conduct which is 
demanded by this view, ana the theory of the messag 
among men, machines, and in society as a sequence 
of events in time which, though in itself has a cer 
tain contingency, strives to hold back nature's 
tendency toward disorder by adjusting its parts to 
various purposive ends. 12 

HOI'Iever, 

we were seriously hampered by the lack of unity of 
the literature concerning these problems, and by th 
~bsence of any common terminology, or even of a 
single name for the field ••• We have decided to call. 
the entire field of control and communication 
theory ,v/hether in the machine or in the animal by 
the name Cybernetics, which we form-from the Greek 
KU#Ep~~TqS--' or steersman. 13 

CONTROL AND COIV]\lliNICATr'ON. From \viener' s description of 

cybernetics it is at once manifest that the idea of communicatio 

is of primary concern. liTo communicate with the outer world 

http:tis8ue.1l
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means to receive messages from it and to send messages to it.,,14 

To communicate is to control and to control is to communicate. 

The outer vlOrld to which Wiener refers must be understood not as 

the static "other", but as a dynamic entity, 1tlhich as~a \vhole, a 

system, is tending to\vard an inevi table "heat-death, ,,15 in Ivhich 

life or lives are local Ilanti-entropic processes. 11
16 It is a con 

tingent rather than a deterministic world. 

"To communicate is to receive ••• " To receive--the proces 

of re tion involves first a capacity for reception. This 

capacity can be almost any device itlhich becomes in relation to a 

I me 1trhcit an oscillator is to an input. 17 The human receives
! 

messages constantly. His entire nervous system is one of recep

tion of certain messages (communication) and the acting upon 

the content of those messages (control) through a circular 

process of feedback. Analogously, almost anything can be viewed 

as a system which communicates and controls or is controlled by 

the outer world. Professor Wiener has attempted in the science 

of cybernetics to abstract from any particular method and study 

I the nature of control and communication. Communication is there

fore not restricted to living systems, but to any system, where 

I "system" would describe a behavior matrix, I.e., various states 

. f h . t· f 18of a ser~es 0 c anges ~n ma orm.r~x. . 

IN:b'ORr'lATION. In communication, IIwhose major opponent is 

the entropic tendency of nature itself,,,19 there is, no matter 

how efficient the transmission method, information "leakage." 
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(Thfs'pro~ided,o~,~ourse, t~~t no 'ext~rtial age~ts are introduced 
" 

to control,this 'le~kage~)',This maxim s takeh from one of the' 

lnnumerable' res~atements of :the Carnot 'theorem, the Second Law.of 
.,' , .' 

ThermodynE!.IDics. It i,s from: this n,some thing, borrowed ',' from the 
.' .' ~ , 

field of, physic.'s th~tW~iener treats order, pattern, message, etc. 

as the' abiding, indi'{idu~ ting' stuff 'of hum~~ life ,and, calls life 

and/or m.achines, "lO"caliy an t'i-em't'ropic', prOCE:fSSe~ ~ ,;20 

, The,que~ti.ori .of exactlynwhat" 'leaks or is transmitted 

is still. dispu'ted~, Accordiilg to one "s'chool '( Wiener al), 'infor

mation, that is the quantity of:' information, ~l,:i,sthe negative 

of the, logari thrn of: entropy ~ 22, Acco'rding to, Shannon's school, 

howeve,r ,:::iriforma~-:Lon is entropy 'and ~easured. by ,'its' :~ogari thm~ 23 

The' dispute seeIilS to be merely' one of th~ vi.ewpo,~nt: ,is the 

prisoner locked iIi ,or is everyone else'locked out? 

MES~AGE ~ Wiener calis: the message' a ,ltdiscre'~e' or contin

,uous sequence: of' 'measur'able. events, d'lstxibuted .in time--preci,se
~ " ..' .: .' . :. . . . . 

ly~hat is ~alle~a~ti~e ~~~i~S'by:thesiatisiici~ns.,,2~' The 
',. " 

dif:f.erence between the, pro'babilistic con'cept, of messages and 

noise and' the deterministi,c one gives rise ,to moderri comm~nica~ 
. " ~. . . '., 

, , 

tiO~::,theollY .• 25 Again, concepts are porrowed from' other ,:fields ' 

and applied to iihat i'scalled cybernetics., The ideas,b'Gund to' , 
'i statistical mechanics arejoirl:ed "lith cOIDlnunication; I~Iuchof 

this un:i.on,' s groundwork vIas: laid by Wiener, through his early' "'.:, 

work on the Brownian motion and harmonic analysis. 26 '~iso' based 

on thes:tatistical trea'tment of message" is the proolemof pre- ' 

'; " 

..... t 
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diction, very important to the cybernetician. 

PROBLEH OF THE "BLACK BOX"~ Underlying in many ways 

the ove 1 cybernetic approach to particular problems is the 

IIblack box" problem. 27 This, too, is borrowed--from the field of 

electrical engineering. Behaviorism is the method of approach. 

The engineer is concerned not with the inte composition of 

the "black box" (any system whose internal composition remains 

unknown), but only with its input-output relationship. By joinin 

to the black box a "white boxl! (a system whose internal composi

tion is known) and by manipulating the same random inputs for 

both boxes it is possible to construct a "mul It white box 

whichll\~ill au tomatica~Lly form i tself into the operational 

equivalent,,28 of the black one. This phenomenon is said to be 

analogous to that IIcentral phenomenon of life, II the reproduction 

.of genes to be "heredity-carrying structures in ir own 

images.,,29 At the risk of IImastering the obvious," it may be 

pointed out again that the cybernetician is not interested in 

the internal composition of the black box--only its behavior. 

FEEDBACK. Another concept very closely associated with 

cybernetics is that of feedback. 30 It is not a new concept. 31 

Clerk Maxwell wrote a treatise on the mathematical properties of 

the flyball governor in 1868. It has been restudied by the cyber 

neticians, however. Feedback occurs when the output of a system 

is linked to its input in such a way that variations in the out

put will tend to produce compensatory variations in the input, 
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in~rdei'torestore,the siste~ to a Pf~vi6usly determined or' 

.' "upro·grammed,,:.:gOal· or ·Il'firi?l 'c~ndi tion. n32':Feedback :ca~'either 
.. reinforc~·the inputor.,.r~ contrary to"it, in the:~ase,of the 

Gyberne:tically important11negative ll fe€!dl;>ack., This type feedback 
.' ~. . . , 

can' be'ei ther ,mechanicG.l, :.'e:~:g~; any' servpme'chanism; ..or physio

, ..,. : '. 33'
logical" e.g. ,piC7k;ing: up an ()bJec.t. : 

, "The' cybernetician sees, these \Imusts" ,for any: system:' the 
. . '. . . . 

'input of a system must be able, to be in contact 'with 'the worid; 
. , 

the control 'center~u~tbe ~ble tol;i.nk input "lith "output;' the 
, . .' , 

:"o~tj)Ut'must ,be 
"' 

abI.e to communicate with the' input.•" 

., ", 

t., 

, .... , 

i 
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III. 	 CYBERNETICS AND PHILOSOPHY: 

THE CENTRAL PROBLEM 

Some of the more serious yet less publicized dilemmas 

posed by cybernetics are restatements of perennial philosophical 

questions: the almost constant, yet unresolved battle of the 

mechanists against the vitalists; the question of automata and 

purposive behavior; the mind-body interpretation of Umental" 

phenomena; the opposition of cybernetic thought and approach to 

the philosophy of dialectical materialism. 34 Some problems have 

been created by or at least made more explicit through cyberne

tics: the entire scope of communications with all its ramifica~ 

tions; the already monumental problem of cybernation--the union 

of the computer vvi th the automatic machine--and the social prob

lems that naturally accompany such a movement; the conflict be

tween the ever-growing personalistic philosophy and the imper

sonal "pundh-card" treatment received daily by individuals; the 

fearful question asked by the unkno'lling--will the machine re-;:,:;,L~ 

place man?; the growing problem of leisure; the knowledge explo

sion helped so greatly through the use of computers; the widen

ing gap between the technology created by man and the philosophy 

so sorely needed by him to be able to live with what he has 

created. 
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CRITICISM OF CYBERNETIC,S. 'Cri t'icism ofcybernet:i,.cs has, 

attacked:not the ideas ~xpres"se'd,:in the m~thematical language of 

the Fou:rie'r series",Booleanaliebra, Lebesgue integral and' the 
:~ . 

like, but rathe'r; th~ applicat':to~ of these.. ma thematical descrip

tions :of,yariou~. 'systems :to:, "i:L~'ingll ;'sys tellis. 35 'For ma~y, 'this 

likenin~.of the brain to the ,machine is merely a metaphor • .' Their 
, , 

criticism is based on the contention. that 'the cyberneticians 

treat' this likenes~' ~s though it, werean'identit'y. This'discus

sion 'has bee'nfocuseci on thetradi tionalmechanist':"vi talist con

trover~y,which Pfof~ssor Wien~~said'haa,"been rele~ated,to the 

limbo of badly posed' qu~stions ... ,,36 If vita,lismhas, won (the ' 
: ' ',: . 

change to, a,Bergsonian conc~pt: of ,time,), nevertheless:, "this 
, , ' 


, , 


victory is 'a ~omplete'defeat, for from every point of, viewwhiph 

has the sligh test relation to morali ty or religion, the', new' 

mechailics"ts fl.llry as mechanisti'c as ,the 'Old. ,,37 As McCI:i,ntock 

has noted: "The hope 'was th~re:ins'ight into 'the origins of com

38 Am,uniqation and con.t:rol ma;y iJr~ptove ,out ,morars~nsi.bi~i ty .'11 

, , 

sizable ,portion , of,:vliener' s The Human USe, of Human Beings has 

this hope ~sitsmotif. 

The attittlde'that cybernetic's can~be applied' t,'o o~gan

,isms is' clearly seen in Dr. "Ashby' s definition of cybernetics; 

"the '~rt:oi steersm~nship. ,,39 ,'VHJ.ether or ,n~t he m~kes', a scholas":' 
: ,. . , 

tic diffe'rentiatioD;,'between art and science does n~t conCern us 

here. The connota'tiori of art as creative, "human',' rathe,r than 
" " I 

I 

mechanical' is certainly present. Also, because science liS ,beg:i,n": 

',.
, ' 

" :. 

http:likenin~.of
http:ofcybernet:i,.cs
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nin~ to ,study "complexi tyl! 'per se',4 ,such varied ph~nomena, :as 

the brain, the ant-:hill as a, "functioning society," and 1;he hil~;, 

man economic systeni"which previoU:~ly have,not been able ,to be 

deal,t wi th, now may ,prove, susceptible to the examination tha,t 

.', 41
cybernetics can provJ.de. ' One example· of, this is Shannon' s 

theorem about i1error-free ll transmission. Essentially" the theo

.rem says' that\'ii th an i~cre'ase.' of channel capaci ty' in parall.el~ 

'information can b~ :made to be, alinos terro,r:""free •. The, pri ce fot:, , 

this ,advantage is a'delay in transmission time. Neuropsychology 

is not so much concerned with solving th~ problem of message 
" 

.corruption in the brain as it is in "showing that the problem:" 

hardly arises, or that it is a minor:, .ra,ther than a maj or, ' (lJ1(; 

one. 1142 

MECHAN1SIVi-VITALISf'l.The controversy bet~veen the mechan

ists and the vi,talists has had a: long, stormy history from the 

, time of Aristotle .'and ,Democri tus. 'Stripped ,to its' rarestele

ments, the controye:r:sy isceritered~ 'around the explanation of 

reali ty. Can all,c>f, r'eali ty be fully explained, by or reduced to 

effici~nt.' causali ty, 'implying,~ se t, of 'elemental,,' indivisibles 

(be they atbms:',o~ '~onads) ,'other· than \,l~ich' nothing; is needed? 

1.s this explanation sUi:table' ,for "the phenomenon of ,]~if'e,? Democ-: 

ritus thought it, was',_ Aristot~e,bowever, postulated that organ

isms have a characte~ sui gene~is. 'Thisprinclple or character 
, ' , 

is priesch's enterechy, ,and Bergson IS elan vi tal. Th~ heart of 

the vitalist pOSition, then, is tha~ iIi ,organisms there is some

http:parall.el
http:provJ.de
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thing more than what is explained in a physico-chemical explana

tion, in a way, that the whole is greater than the sum of its 

physical parts. 

The father of modern mechanism is Rene Descartes, vlho 

viewed animals as machines, whose explanation y[ould derive from 

physical laws. The "soul" of man became then the IIghost in the 

machine. 1,43 cause physics was almost entirely composed then of 

mechanics, man was viewed in his lI animal ll behavior as a machine. 

This behavior could be reduced. to the lavls of mechanics. As 

mechanics gradually became merely a part of physics instead of 

the whole thing, mechanism began to mean more a reduction of 

pheno~ena to physico-chemical terms. Historically, the vitalist 

position seems to be proportional to the strength of the mechan

ist::one. 44 

bf course, the implications of either theo~y are pro

found. The mechanist would seem hard put to defend anytheory-::.of 

,the dignity of man, the value of life itself, etc., and the 

vitalist runs the risk of stultifying scientific research by the 

appeal to a "vital force ll that is necessarily immaterial, non

sensible, and consequently, not able to be empirically verified, 

or for that reason, repudiated. 45 

This fundamental difference in outlook is carried over 

into specific areas of inquiry: the traditional mind-body 

problem--can the :I!mental" processes be explained in toto by 

brain blueprinting, IIsynapsology,rr transmission rates, machine 

http:anytheory-::.of
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comparison; causal vs. final explanation of reality--can a 

machine have IIpurposive" behavior; the illusiveness of the 

barrier between li and non-life--can a definitive statement 

about what fe is be made, or even 1Ilhat is "alive "--is a virus 

"living"? 

PURPOSIVE BEHAVIOR IN CYBERNETICS. One of the purposes 

in wri ting Cyberne tics, said Frofe ssor Wiener, vias to "alert 

(the public) to the long series of analogies between the hwnan 

nervous system and the computation and control machine which had 

inspired the joint i'lork of Rosenblueth and me. ,,46 This "joint 

vlOrk" was expressed in 1943 in a paper, "Behavior, Purpose and 

Teleology, II the goals of which ,,,ere to Ildefine the behavioristic 

study of natural events and to classify behavior" and "to stress' 

the importance of the concept of purpose. ,r47 

"Some machines are intrinsically purposefuJ.J.••• a torpedo 

'-Ii th a target-seeking mechanism." Purposeful active behavior is 

divided into "feed-back" (teleological) and IInon-feed-back" 

(non-teleological). Negative edback "may be considered" to be 

a requirement for "all purposeful behavior./I Basing his analogy 

on the assumption that, if the central nervous system and mech

anisms were analogous in this negative feedback area of purpose

ful behavior there would be similar pathological conditions for 

both, and noting the similari ty in behavior of the neurophysio..".:_ 

.logical IIpurpose tremor" to "machinoinsanity" (uncontrollable 

increasing oscillation of a machine), Professor Wiener et ale 
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suggested that "the main function of the cerebellum is the con

trol of the feedback nervous mechanisms invol.ved in purposeful 

motor activity." 

Feedback is further divided into -"extrapolative" or pre

dictive, where tL.e cat chasing the mouse extrapolates the future 

position of both itself and the mouse in order to attain a meet

ing; and Ilnon-extrapolative," where the lIamoeba merely follows 

the source to ,..,hich it reacts; there is no evidence that it ex

trapolates the path of a moving source. II The reasons for this 

particular division are that it emphasizes the importance of 

purpose and teleology and also shows that "a uniform behavioris

tic analysis is applicable to both machines and living organisms, 

regardless of the complexity of the behavior." They infer then 

that there is a strong similarity in the methods of studying 

both machines and living organisms. ljvhether or not they remain 

the same will depend on whether or not there appear any "quali 

tatively distinct, unique characteristics ll in one or the other 

group. "Such qualitative differences have not appeared so far. II 

Although "the broad classes of behavior" are lithe same" 

in both animals and machines, there remain IIspeci c, narrow 

classes" which do differ. A machine that could write a bi-l,: 

lingual dictionary or an organis"m that "rolls on \'lheels ll would 
. . 

exemplify these "specific" classes. Although there is a behavior

al similarity (that \10uld see.m to approach identity), organisms 

are admi t'~ed to differ greatly from machines in their r§l?pective 
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functionai' analyses. Colloidial compl'ex :molecular make~up vs~ 

solid, 'simple metaliic compositi'on; ionic' transmission of im-' 

pulses vs. 'electronic transmission; spatial rather' than temporal 
" " . " 

multiplication of 'effe'cts (the"YlUmbe:{'o'f photosensitive receptors,', 

in the eye vs~, the time-sharing process in the machine); these 

are some" 'of the, mbre obvious d:j.,fference,s that would conpern 

,functional analysis., 

We, have restricted ,the conn,otationof teleological 
behavior, by apply;ing this q.esigna,tion only to J?ur-' 
pO,s'e,ful ,teactj;ons' ~which are' controlled by, the error 
or 'the ,reaction""::':"L e. ~ by the di'fferenc¢, between 
the state ,of the behaving object' at'any':time'and the 
final state interpreted as the purpose. Teleologica] 
behavior thus beG,qmes synonymous wi th behavior con

, trolled, ,by, n,egative feed.;..ba~k, and gain~, therefore 
in pr~Qision by' a,sufficiently rest'ricted connota":";
tion,." ", , 

According to this limi ted defini tion,'teleology is 
not6pposed to determinism, but to non-teleology. 
Both" teleological' and non-teleological systems are 
determil;lietic 'Yl.hen :t;he behaviOr considered belongs 
to the realm where ,determini,sm aPPlies. The concept 

'of 'causality: a :timeaxis. But; causality implies a 
one-way, re'latively irreversiblefunctional rela
tionship ,whereas teleology is cOncerned with be-, 
havior, not withfup.ctional ~alysis.48, ' 

CRITICISM., :Because Wiener I s paper 'represented one of the 

earliest attempts to, formalize:, some of those ,thoughts which 

''lo)lld la'ter be termed "cybernetics ,",we will lo'ok, at some' of the, ' 

mo~e,vo~if~~ous criticism of i~.49 

,To say that a machine' su,ch as 'a target-seekirtg torpedo 

can be\';intr~:qs:i:cally, purposefUl" is 'to misunders tahd the con-: 

cept of, purpose." If the ,overall p'urpose does not reside in any , 

http:alysis.48
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part, then, i t must reside in the whole, i. e ~, ' in 'the, rec'eptor 

plus the effector plus the coupling, and in the form,of organiza

tion of the. mult,iple, 'system. Th;is is the cybern(?'tical contention,' 
. :".' , 

?ond therefore the qUfi;lstioribE?comes that of whether the' machine 

"is a 'whole', h:iving' an identity,' a selfness that can be said"· 

to be the :be~re'rbf;j;)Urpos~" thesubjec,t of action the maker of ", 

'decisions.1I50 This :·{s not' the case., Suppose,' instead of the,' 

target-seeking mechanism, the torpedo is guided by a,human 

operator--just ,the "case of ahum:an-driven autoinobil!9... , The pur

pose resides in the' pilot, not in any of the pa:rts,o't: the 

machine.'Remove the:pilot, the purpose is removed. Further, the 

machine has no lIintrinsic l' purpos:i,:veness b,ecause it does riot 

Share in"~ comple~e,br perfect purposiVe~essas do my purposes.' 

(The pu;posefor:ki~ling an enemy sold,ier' would be patrioti'sm, 
,', . 

?lhose purpose might be love of self or ,neighbor , etc.) l\1echan

isms may have extripsic', purpose, but their only intrinsic pur

'pose is that bne "intrinsic' to. aLL mechanical' action; the' attain-, 

" 51 
men t of entropy. II , 

Al though, m\lch of the c,ri ticism made by ,Jonas 'seems valid, 

an observation should'be made here • As' in many~th(3r; "papers , 

written 'by'llvitali/3ts ll against meChani'Sll).,52 there is ,a',II,tone". 

which seems defensive, childi'sh, and Unnecessary, especialiy if 

the vitalist hasa'ci~se~ A s~ort exc~rpttro~ Jonas' paper will 

"possibly clarify my, :statemen t. Of cybernetics: 
'-. , 

It ,ls, no t the' innocen t spec'ial s,cience which se
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duces susceptible)philosophy but its passive beauty: 
from its inception it has been out to capture her. 
From its inception it has pretended to the status 
of a unified theory of mechanism, organism, the 
nervous system, society,.culture, and mind; and by 
its suggestive employment of the terms behavior, 
purpose, goal, information, memory, decision, learn 
ing, initiative, value, and thought it has so in
flated its initially modest definitions that their 
resulting use amounts to hardly more than verbal 
trickery.53 

Another criticism of the paper concerns its avoidance of 

the problem of determinism. To say that teleological systems are 

deterministic "where de rminism applies" is "like saying 'A=A,n. 

and, further, the cybernetic description of mind is "simply a re 

striction of the word 'mind , • u54 Of course, the cybernetiCian's 

task, as he sees it, includes steering "clear of allegedly phan

tom notions of consciousness, ego, mind and the like. 11 
55 And so, 

it seems that much of this criticism stems from equivocal use of 

certain terms by cyberneticians and critics alike. 56 

MIND-BODY PROBLEM. Another traditional problem resurrec 

ed by the science of cybernetics is the mind-body one. There are 

two general divisions of position: monistic and dualistic--vary

ing specifically according to the people who hold them. Cyberne

tics has brought the problem into the area of "thinking 

machines. II (','Thihking machines" here will be simply a generic 

term for any machine that is designed to imitate "human" behav-:

ior.) Basically, these machines are similar to the brain in 

their principle of information transmis on--the all-or-nothing 

principle. The neuron, like the electronic tlflip-flopll S\>li tch, 57 
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is capabl€)of :only . tWb states--ei ther i t.is tr:ansmi tting or it .. 

is not" lIyesnor'~ho,tI "onll qr'lIoff. il This condition lends itself 

to the use· of t:fu.e,':..b~naF.yf,number system,' in ,vlhich a unit of in

formati'on is calle'(i'·a· libit.,,58'The iriflue'nce of roatneroatical 

logic (of which. the binary system is.roe,rely· a part) oombined 

with the advances in electronic te.chnology. havemadepo~sible 

the machines whose applications to all are8;s of life are inulti~ 

plying at a terrific ·rate. 

MEMORY. One. of 
" 

the most useful' _capabili ties of machin€)s 

is their memory. The rapid recall -of any fact once given is a.' 
, ' .. 

marvel. There are, however; extensive differences between human 

,and'machine ~emdry.. Probably the mostapp~rent is that machines 


remember .in a unitary way. ;InformatioIi is: both store,d and re


trieved by the bit. Humans, on the other hand, often, recall a 


. verit~ble fldod of facts ot ·experien~es. l'1achines- recall "''Iha t 

'was'l as nvlhat 'ist"where~ifshumans:recall "\'Ilhat' was·1 'preciselyas 

"what was. ,,59 'The: past :is distinct: fromthe·present. 'l~achines 

can forget completely. r·1emory drums can be, "'i-liJ?ed clearilland' the 

machine has no capability of' remembering what had once, been on 

the drum. Humans, . however, canneverdbmplE;ltely ~rase, the past. 
'. '. 

·.To a great (and as yet,.undeterm,ined) ,extent, personality is a 

sum andproduct of one's. past. 'The human is set muon nior'e in the 

irreversible timethc;;.n is the illl;l.chine.' 

.PEHCEPTION•. An'o,ther.· hunl~riCapapility that' some machines. 

can exhibit.,is, that,of perception,.gestaltor Univer~al r~cog~> 
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ni tion. 'NachineE?' have been bui'l t that 'can selec t ci rcle s ' from 


.0 ther figure s, ;'Allt s f~om "B" I s
"" "fourne~s't from' other,repeti tive 
, , ' ' , , . ." .' , 

,gr01l.ps. 60 Even the 6ybernetici~n,s' donat, claim that the process,' 

'is the same, onlY 'the ~~hibi ted behavior. Is, it? A' pe'~sb~', if 

shown a'circ~lar object at an ~gle that would make ,it apJ;lear 

eliptical, 'immediately ';Qerceives the, object as circular. 61 
. . -' 

Apparently he goes through no complicated procedures of averag
'I : 

;Lng various possibil:l. ties (as does the, machine) and then selects 
, , I ' 

one. ,For those who ,see'littleor no fundamental."differ.ence 
I' 

betwee,nthe,mind and! the, body this is a hard fact to explain. 
.. ,', ,'," I ",' "", ' " " ' 

.." . ; ", ' . .~. . :'. ", '-, 

LEARNING 'J.VIACHINE. Ano ther type of machine, often' compared
I " ,
I 

to human,capabilitie~ is the'learning machine. This machine works 
',' , I' 

on .,the principle that vnith a goal and sev'er'a:l mearls by which to 

attain it, through a random orstocha~tic, process of selection, 
, , - .: ' 

it can reach a "best II, way, 0f do ing ,the taqk'., If the "be s,t" "'lay
• , . , !. • I 

", ," ' ' " '62' 
can be co'mpared to .the 'peak oi a mountain ~ the machine wou~d 

. .'. . ' 

IIclimb" the mountain,a:lways 'directing, itself ~p~ards 'through 
, " 

this random variatio~~·'N!3.tu:t·al~y, when,the:peak ts,,re8:ched, all 

other ways or variations are ildown" 'or "'vorse .,i And, consequeri; t..:.:. 

ly, ' the 'm~chine has "learn'ed ',i a' be,tterway' of doing a' particular 
:' " 

task '. , The . mach~ne is, :doing something now thatit, wa'srt I t program':" 

'med to do'~ The' apparent similarity to an evolutionary process is 

obvious. ThU:s,one"generatio~" of. such machines might be ,pro
, , , 

grammed,to reprodu~e another "~eneration"w~th this random va;i"': 
.' '. 

ation built-in. 'It seems not' logically"impossible , atieast; 

http:gr01l.ps
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that several !lgener~ti6nsll' of these 'machines could produce a 

machine quite different and improved from, the original. 

The human;: 'however, can 'see a, higher peak on the far 

side of a "trough~" and can alter his behavior in a purposeful 

manner to reach this higher 'ilpeak~u He realizes, 'that he' will 'hav, 

to go "down", before he, can again go, "up. II The machine does not 

have this capability. Programmed only for the '~best"1vay , it 

cannot cha:llgefor a~ul timat'ely "'bet,ter th~n best" goal, as can 

the'human., Another,s'erie,s0f~?-ndb:Iil"variat:i'ons would have to be' 

programmed into the machine and even then ,(because o'f the ran~ 

domness of the vari~tions) it would not be certain that the 
, , 

machine ,would ever reach the "better" and/or jl,higher" peak. 
. '.' 

DECISIOH-rJIAKING. Another machineexhibi ting,:human char~ 

acteristicsisthe decision-making, or game-playing machine. Its 

"sinister pOSSibilities,,63 wereexpressediJ;l a "penetrating re
, ' 

vievl of my book ' (Cybernetics) ,,64 that appeared in Le Monde by 

J?,ere ' Dubarle _: He describes, the dangers of, the machine a gouver

ner which conceivably could "supply--whe'ther fo,r good or evil- 
, " 

the present obvious inadequa:cy of the brainvlhen the l<:l.tter is 

conce~ned vii th thE?'C1istomar~ma~hineryof poli tics~ 1,65 ,The, 

, treatingof the huimin processes' as decision-making machines in 
" 66 

.the von Neumann sense could make the State to be "the best
. . ". . ' 

informed player, at eac,h particular level; and, the state is the 

only supreme co-ordinator of all 'partia.l decisions. ,,67 pr<?fessor 

, Wiener sai,d that these could be SQIlle of the dangerous implica
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tions of the "chess-playing machine grown up and encased in a 

1168suit of armor. 

Basing much of its action or operation on von Neumann's 

the'ory of games, these machines have been made to playa respect 

able, though by no means masterful, game of chess. Because of th1 

enormi'ty of calculations required to play more than t,,,o or three I 

moves ahead (a limitation not effecting the human player on 

account of his short-cut method of approach) these machines have 

a ted capability. However, they do IImake decisions" by com

paring present contingencies ,,,i th records of success or failure. 

Does this machine exhibit the "free will" usually associated 

with humans? The answer seems to be "no.!! 

Although the machine's process is indeterminate, it does 

display a certain determinacy that the human does not. The 

machine, when given a set of conditions from which to make a 

chOice, will follow out the logical extensions of any choice 

until it reaches the closest approximation to a predetermined 

criterion of deci on. The machine is utterly logical, and re

lentless in its pursuit of a goal. The human is manifestly not 

this way. Often, he takes "short-cuts" that he might know from 

past similar cases. He may merely intuit them, a process unknown' 

to the machine and unexplained yet by scientists. In a much more 

real vray, the human does exhibit a free will, He is not bound 

to the logical inexorability of the machine. He is free to be 

illogical; the machine is not. 
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TRANS,LATION 
'.' 

.•.Anothermaohinethat displays similar be
. . . '. . ,'" 

havior to.that of 'the human istheso"':called translating.machine 

--IIi t is,in fact' a 'decipher'ing or decoding,,69' machine. The~e is 

no diffiqul ty i~':'~ranslati~gone' coded m~~sage. into ano ther coded 

. 'message >This oper<;l. tion 
. 

deals 
. 

wi th two se.ts of p·ossi.biii ties, 

each unambiguouf;} wit~respectto theo'ther • Difficulties do ar'i', 
'.1.. ' 

arise,however, 'in translating one language to anothe:r:, e. 0, 

the Sanscr;it-iviandarin Q.ict:Lona~y. Thisdiffieul ty originates in 

the semantic lIaspect of 'language.'••·where· :the imperf'ect ,corre's
. .... 

pondence 'betvleen . the meaningshf wo~ds' restriqts .th~ flow of 

informatlon fro'm,one. into ,the other. If70 Equivo'oi ty is theimped..;.. 

'iment to the flOw' of information. If the numb.er·of meanings,· 
. . 

nuances, connotations,etb~.of ,-words could be sh~wn 'to be infin
. . . 

i te, then, ..th.eir. complete.': translation bymachirie' would be .imposf;}"':. 

. ible according ,to the "fini te \vords" 1~~~7iThisrestriction, it 

. is plain;' does not apply ~ to the human translator. Although he, 

may not 'tr~nsfer e.x~ctlY· an idea .fromone:languageto.~n0ther, 

he will not' produee as translation com~letely s·ense.less phrases; 

as have '~achl~ef;}'~ 72 And 'i t ivill 'allvays be the human' operator 

that "lill distinguish the meaningful from 'the .m~<:Lningless. 

LIFE VS. ·NON-LIFE.A machine designed to imitate a 
..•.. '·73 ". .. 

specific' life proce,$s is \II. Ross Ashby's, "homeostat n" ::.u6Q,;:!naIIied 
, " " • , j 

because it attempts', to achieve a state' of homeostasis'. Romeos ta~ 
. . 

sis is that ,state of "relative uniformity of the normal body'lS . 

'internal' :enVlronment~1I74 The 11homewstat'" '",hen i,ts interns.l en-.: 
" , " 

.,,' . 
" 

http:connotations,etb~.of
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vironment is upset ,:from'various stimuli" 1ln,dergoesa'series of 

adJ-i.lstments in order to, regain its original' uniforni"ity, or stab

ility.This attempt for'stabiltty is called tlultrast~bilityll?5 ' 
. .' . 

by Ashby and Vlh~n hede,als wi,th the "large system ll he: says that 
" ' !, 

th~ lar~er thesys,tem, the less stable :i. t' ,tends to be.' ( Again, '! 

the applica tion\o':'society. )'?6: The search for stabili,ty in th~ 

homeostat is similar to, but not asflexib.leas" the action of ' 

the"perceptron,": "lhich has the added advantage of Otheprinciple 
" . ,,' ' 

of ',the adjustable threshhold.,Al though the hotneostat does dis
. . . 

play behavior similar, in a way'to that of an organism, it is 

immediately clear ' thp,t it does so in a muchsimple~ and totally' 

explainable way'~, The 'mo.st, accE;issible difference between it and, 
, , 

the organism tha:t',i~, imit~tes, i/?",ofcourse'-, compi~xity.' The, 

simple~t, 'org~ism'is seen: to 'befUmost infinitely more complex' 

than any'm'odels o;f': Ashby ',8 rriachine'. 
. '.'. .;;.' . . . 

Vial ter 's machina specula:trix imi ta te8 an,:active animal 

and, if coveredwl. th'a coat of fur, an,a viewed in semi':"d'arkJiess, 
.. , ' 

seemsqui'te like 'a:liv,tng animal.?? 

, Of these machines some imitate life, life processes" 

'and certain proper'ties peculiar to" ~an.Some doso41ore' convinc-·' 

ingly than others. lfthe'behavior'CT these'machines reveals' 
, ' 

nothing 'else', it does at least show how, really meager scientific 

knowJ,.edge, is, of' th,e, life pr.ocesses. Is, the key merely ,complex

i ty?, Is, there a "key"?' Can we, say "me.rely" complexi tyor isvlhat 

we cal~ ~c0~~le~i~ytl s?mething more? Cybernetics tries to give 
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answers or at least ask the right questions in these areas. 



CONCLUSION 

A few concluding thoughts are needed. Cybernetics is a 

science. It is a statistical science of behavior--not more, not 

less. From this, cybernetics is necessarily mechanistic and 

materiali.stic--methodologically, if not dogmatically. 78 This is 

hm'l it should be viewed • 

. Perhaps, as vie have said, the real impact of cynernetics 

is and will be, not in the area of philosophical questions (con

stantly debated, anyway), but in the social area of man's exis

tence. Cybernation, the joining of the computer to the automatic 

machine, has had and will have much more a fantastic ct on 

the life of ' man. Will the future necessitate a "cyberculture" 

to express itself? Can individual-conscious man survive in tech

nopolis? 

These are the pressing questions today about cyberne

tics. This paper has not attempted to treat them but cannot end 

without a definite recognition of their presence and hope of 

their solubility. 
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